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Abstract. The goal-oriented manipulation of articulated objects plays
an important role in real-world robot tasks. Current approaches typically
pose a number of simplifying assumptions to reason upon how to obtain
an articulated object’s goal configuration, and exploit ad hoc algorithms.
The consequence is two-fold: firstly, it is difficult to generalise obtained
solutions (in terms of actions a robot can execute) to different target
object’s configurations and, in a broad sense, to different object’s physi-
cal characteristics; secondly, the representation and the reasoning layers
are tightly coupled and inter-dependent.

In this paper we investigate the use of automated planning techniques
for dealing with articulated objects manipulation tasks. Such techniques
allow for a clear separation between knowledge and reasoning, as advo-
cated in Knowledge Engineering. We introduce two PDDL formulations
of the task, which rely on conceptually different representations of the
orientation of the objects. Experiments involving several planners and
increasing size objects demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
models, and confirm its exploitability when embedded in a real-world
robot software architecture.

1 Introduction

The manipulation of non rigid objects, including articulated or flexible objects,
such as strings, ropes or cables, is one of the most complex tasks in Robotics
[11,20]. Apart from issues related to grasping and dexterity, and differently from
rigid objects, the configuration of an articulated or flexible object (i.e., the set
of relative poses of its constituent parts) varies due to the relative position of
its constituent parts with respect to each other. This induces a representation
problem for such objects, which, on the one hand, is tightly connected with
robot perception capabilities and their accuracy, and on the other hand impacts
on processes reasoning about configuration changes and the associated robot
manipulation actions.
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In the literature about the manipulation of non rigid objects, this problem
did not receive sufficient attention, nor a principled formalisation is available.
Indeed, it is possible to find examples in which robots exhibit the capability of
manipulating ropes [25], tying or untying knots [19] and operating on mobile
parts of the environment, such as handles of different shapes [5], home furni-
ture [12] or valves in search and rescue settings [17]. However, in all these cases,
manipulation actions are directly grounded on perceptual cues, such as the pecu-
liar geometry of the object to deal with [1], assumed to be easy to identify in a
robust way, or based on a priori known or learned information about the object
to manipulate, e.g., its stiffness or other physical features [6,7]. As a result, every
time either the element that has to be manipulated or the manipulator changes,
a new reasoner has to be developed from scratch.

A structured approach to perception, representation and reasoning, as well
as execution, seems beneficial: on the one hand, we can decouple perception
and representation issues, thus not being tied to specific perception approaches
or ad hoc solutions; on the other hand, domain knowledge and reasoning logic
can be separated, with the advantages of an increased maintainability, and the
possibility to interchange reasoners and models in a modular way.

In this paper, we investigate the use of automated planning techniques for
manipulation tasks involving articulated objects. Such techniques assume an
abstract model of the object to manipulate, a clear separation between knowl-
edge representation and reasoning, and the use of standard languages, such as
PDDL [16], and widely available domain-independent planners. Language stan-
dard and planners’ efficiency have been fostered by the International Planning
Competition series (see, e.g., [22]). Our contribution is at the problem formal-
isation and modelling levels. It should be noted that the representation of an
articulated object can be modelled using two alternative approaches, which differ
on how link orientations are expressed: relative, with respect to each other (e.g.,
any link with respect to the previous one, assuming an ordering among links), or
absolute, with respect to an external, possibly robot-centered, reference frame.
In this context, it is evident that we are not trying to generate joint trajecto-
ries to achieve a desired object configuration, but rather determine a series of
model-defined actions towards such goal. Roboticists are familiar with numeri-
cal methods and motion control strategies for articulated structures, what the
planner should provide is a series of intermediate reference joint states to be fed
to those lower level systems.

From a robotics perspective, a relative representation is very sensitive to per-
ception issues: small perception errors in link orientations can lead to dramati-
cally huge errors in the estimate of the object’s configuration, since it is necessary
to compute forward all the robot-centred orientations to support manipulation
actions: this seems to suggest that an absolute representation would be prefer-
able, but also the efficiency of planners on the related formulations must be
taken into account.

In this respect, starting from the relative and absolute representations of link
orientations, we propose two planning models: the first, which we refer to as basic,
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assumes pairwise relative link orientations and primary features of PDDL; the
second, which is termed conditional, treats orientations as absolute and employs
also conditional statements. Experiments have been performed using an architec-
ture integrating a modified ROSPlan framework [4] on a dual-arm robot manip-
ulator. They show that our approach (i) efficiently solves tasks with a realistic
size, in terms of number of links constituting the object and the resolution of
their orientations, and (ii) scales in a satisfactory way with increasingly more
complex problems, which is of particular relevance since it provides a challenging
benchmark for the planning community, and can be seen as an important step
toward the manipulation of flexible objects.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the reader with needed
preliminaries about our scenario and automated planning, whereas Sect. 3 intro-
duces the problem statement. Then, Sect. 4 presents the two models, whose eval-
uation with automated planners is shown in Sect. 5. Conclusions follow.

2 Background

In this section we provide the necessary background on the reference scenario,
and on automated planning.

2.1 The Reference Scenario

The tabletop scenario we consider involves a Baxter dual-arm robot manipulator
from Rethink Robotics (see Fig. 1). Each arm has 7 degrees of freedom and is
equipped with a standard gripper. An RGB-D device located on the Baxter’s
head and pointing downward is used to perceive the robot’s frontal workspace.
The workspace is constituted by a table, on which articulated objects can be
manipulated by rotating its constituting parts. Given our reference scenario, the
granularity of rotations can not be small. We employ wooden objects, which have
been purposely hand crafted to minimise perceptual errors: the first has three
40 cm long links (and two loose joints), whereas the second has seven 20 cm long
links (and six stiff joint). On the second object we fixed a QR tag to each link,
in order to quickly determine its orientation.

A software architecture has been developed, based on the well known ROS
framework and integrating ROSPlan, which allows sensory-based knowledge rep-
resentation, action planning and execution via a number of nested control loops.
A point cloud or link poses (determined using QR tags) are obtained either con-
tinuously or on demand from the RGB-D device. Perception data are processed
in order to obtain a model-based representation of the scene [3], for instance the
configuration of an articulated object, which is maintained within an OWL-based
ontology [13]. The ontology is updated whenever a new perception is available.
In order to obtain a new object’s goal configuration, the information within
the ontology can be accessed by a planner, which can extract information to
build the initial state of the planning problem. Since the planner is treated as a
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Fig. 1. The reference robotic framework.

ROS service, any suitable planner can be used as long as it adheres to a well-
defined communication interface. If a plan is found, each manipulation action
therein is executed. After each execution a new perception is obtained, whereas
the scene representation in the ontology is updated, and compared with the
expected effects of the action: if they are compatible, the execution continues,
otherwise re-planning occurs. The execution continues until the final state of the
plan is reached, or aborted as per designer’s instructions.

2.2 Automated Planning

Automated planning, and specifically classical planning, deals with finding a
(partially or totally ordered) sequence of actions, which modify a static, deter-
ministic and fully observable environment from an initial state to a desired goal
state [9].

In classical planning, the environment is represented as an appropriate set P
of |P | First Order Logic predicates, p1, . . . , p|P |, whereas states s1, . . . , s|S| are
defined as appropriate sets of ground predicates p̄1, . . . , p̄|P̄ |.

An operator o =
(
name(o), pre(o), eff−(o), eff+(o)

)
is defined such that

name(o) = o name(x1, . . . , xK), where o name is a unique operator name and
x1, . . . , xK are its K arguments, pre(o) is the set of predicates Ppre representing
the operator’s preconditions, whereas eff−(o) and eff+(o) are, respectively,
the sets of predicates Peff− and Peff+ representing the operator’s negative and
positive effects. As a consequence, actions a1, . . . , a|A| are ground instances of
planning operators. An action a =

(
pre(a), eff−(a), eff+(a)

)
is applicable in a

state s if and only if pre(a) ⊆ s. If allowed, the application of a in s results in a
new state such that

(
s \ eff−(a)

) ∪ eff+(a).
A planning domain D is specified via sets of predicates PD and operators

OD, such that D = (PD, OD). A planning problem P is specified via a planning
domain D, an initial state si and set of goal atoms P̄ (both made up of ground
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predicates), such that P =
(D, si, P̄

)
. A solution plan S is a sequence of I actions

a1, . . . , aI such that, starting from the initial state si, a consecutive application
of the actions in the plan results in a final state sf that satisfies the goal P̄ .

3 Problem Statement

In general terms, the problem we consider in this paper can be stated as follows:
given an articulated object, determine a solution plan that modifies the initial
object’s configuration to a specified goal configuration, where the solution plan
is made up of a number of manipulation actions to be executed by a robot. In
order to better specify the boundaries of the problem we consider, let us pose
the following assumptions:

1. We consider articulated objects as simplified models for fully flexible objects.
These can be modelled as articulated objects with a huge number of links
and joints. This assumption is widely accepted [25].

2. We do not consider the effects of gravity on the object being manipulated,
nor those of any external force but manipulation actions. For this reason,
the object is considered as laying on a horizontal plane (large enough to
accommodate it). As a consequence, we consider articulated objects which
lay strictly on the plane.

3. We assume sensing and representation to be decoupled, the latter assuming
perfect sensing. On the basis of the features extracted from sensing data, this
leads to different problem formulations.

4. The object can be easily manipulated by standard Baxter’s grippers. The
specific object we use has been purposely manufactured to that aim, and
therefore we do not consider issues related to grasping or dexterity.

More formally, an articulated object α is defined as an ordered set L of
|L| links and an ordered set J of |J | joints, such that α = (L,J ). Each link
l is characterised by a length λl and an orientation θl on the plane, whose
meaning depends on the considered planning model, namely basic or conditional.
Therefore, a configuration Cα is a |Lα|-ple such that

(
θl1 , . . . , θl|L|

)
, i.e., the

orientations of all the links. Obviously enough, since L and J are ordered sets,
links and joints are pairwise correlated, such that a link ll is bounded upstream
by jl and downstream by jl+1, apart from l|L|.

Configurations change as a consequence of manipulation actions. In our case,
we only consider rotations of a given link ll around the corresponding joints jl or
jl+1. If we refer to δ as the granularity associated with variations in orientations,
then a manipulation action a operating on a link ll can either increase or decrease
its orientation θl by δ, with respect to an axis perpendicular to the horizontal
plane. In doing so, and given the stiffness of α, the robot needs the use of two
grippers: the first is used to keep the upstream (resp. downstream) ll−1 (resp.
ll+1) link still, which is a non modelled action in the solution plan (nonetheless
executed by the robot when needed), whereas the second is used to rotate ll
around jl (resp. jl+1).
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Fig. 2. An example of rotation: l3 rotates around j3 of an angle δ while l2 is kept still,
which induces l4 to rotate.

An example can be found in Fig. 2, where a 4-link, 4-joint articulated object
is shown. The initial state si corresponds to link poses in black, whereas in the
final state sf links l3 and l4 must be rotated by δ, i.e., l3 must rotate around j3.
The expected sequence of manipulation actions includes: grasping and keeping
l2 still, grasping l3, rotating l3 counter clockwise around j3 of about δ, releasing
l3 and releasing l2. However, the first action, which is a necessary prerequisite for
the rotation to occur, need not to be explicitly modelled, but can be delegated
to the robot action execution system.

4 Proposed Formulations

In order to tackle the problem introduced above, and to evaluate the two pos-
sible semantics associated with link orientations, we designed two PDDL for-
mulations, which exploit different sets of language features. The basic formu-
lation employs the :STRIPS subset of PDDL, extended with equalities and
negative-preconditions, whereas the conditional version requires also the use
of conditional-effects. Notably, the precision limits of most manipulators
requires the granularity discretisation of angular movements, hence there is no
practical necessity for continuous or hybrid planning models. Therefore, PDDL
provides an appropriate level of abstraction.

On the one hand, in the basic formulation, given a link ll, its orientation
θl must be considered as being relative, for instance, to the orientation of
the upstream link ll−1. From a planning perspective, each manipulation action
changing θl does not affect any other upstream or downstream link orienta-
tions, since all of them are relative to each other, and therefore the planning
process is computationally less demanding. However, since manipulation actions
are expected to be based on link orientations grounded with respect to a robot-
centred reference frame, i.e., absolute in terms of pairwise link orientations, a
conversion must be performed, which may be greatly affected by perceptual
noise, therefore leading to inaccurate or even inconsistent representations. On
the other hand, in the conditional formulation, θl is considered as absolute, and
therefore it can be associated directly with robot actions. Unfortunately, this
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means that each manipulation action changing θl does affect numerically all
other upstream or downstream link orientations, depending on which side of the
object is kept still, in the representation, which must be kept track of using
conditional effects in the planning domain.

It is noteworthy that the use of advanced PDDL features, such as conditional
effects, may allow for a more accurate representation of the domain but, at the
same time, it may reduce the number of planners able to reason on the model.

4.1 Basic Formulation

As described in Sect. 3, an articulated object α is represented using two ordered
sets of joints and links. We use a connected predicate to describe the sequence
of links in terms of binary relationships involving a joint jl+1 and a link ll,
which induces a pairwise connection between two links, namely ll itself and
ll+1, since they share the same joint jl+1. We assume that each joint jl is
associated with an angle θj , which ranges between 0 and 359 deg, through
the predicate angle-joint. Obviously enough, in such a range it holds that
θj = θl+1 − θl. As we anticipated, this formulation assumes that link orien-
tations are expressed as pairwise relative to each other. This means that the
robot perception system is expected to provide the representation layer with
the set of joint angles θ1, . . . , θ|J| as primitive information, whereas the set of
link orientations θ1, . . . , θ|L| is not directly observable, but must be computed
applying forward kinematics formulas to the object’s configuration Cα. As we
discussed already, if noise affects the perception of joint angles, as it typically
does, the reconstruction of the object’s configuration may differ from the real
one, and it worsens with link lengths. This position significantly simplifies the
planning model’s complexity: from a planner’s perspective, the modification of
any link orientations does not impact on other relative joint angles, and therefore
manipulation actions can be unfolded in any order the planner deems fit.

Angles are specified using constants, which are then ordered using the
angle-before predicate. The difference between constant values is the gran-
ularity δ of the resolution associated to modelled orientations. For example, d45
and d90 are used as constants representing, respectively, a 45 and a 90 deg angle.
Then, a predicate (angle-before d45 d90) is used to encode the fact that d45
is the granularity step preceding d90, i.e., in this case δ = 45 deg.

The domain model includes two planning operators, namely increase-angle
(shown in Fig. 3) and decrease-angle. Intuitively, the former can be used to
increase the angle of a selected joint of a δ step, while the latter is used to decrease
the joint’s angle, by operating on the two connected links. As an example, if
δ = 45 deg and a joint angle θj = 135 deg, increase-angle would produce
θj = 180 deg, whereas decrease-angle θj = 90 deg. In the operator’s definition,
?link1 and ?link2 represent any two links ll and ll+1, ?joint is the joint jl+1

between them, whereas ?a1 and ?a2 are the current and the obtained joint
angles, respectively. If ?joint connected two different links ?link1 and ?link2,
the angle ?a1 of such joint would be increased of a δ step and become ?a2. A
similar description could be provided for decrease-angle.
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Fig. 3. The basic formulation of increase-angle.

A problem is defined by specifying initial and final states. The former includes
the topology of the articulated object in terms of connected predicates, and its
initial configuration using angle-joint predicates; the latter describes its goal
configuration using relevant angle-joint predicates.

Fig. 4. Without end point joints, the basic formulation cannot discriminate among
these four configurations.

It is noteworthy that, as shown in Fig. 2, we add one seemingly unnecessary
joint to the configuration, as one of the end points of the link chain. As a matter
of fact, from a representation perspective, the use of relative angles leads to
issues in discriminating between some configurations of the articulated object.
Let us consider, for instance, the case of an articulated object made up of 3 links,
namely l1, l2 and l3, which are connected by two joints, namely j2 (connecting
l1 and l2) and j3 (connecting l2 and l3). Then, let us set both joint angles to 90
deg. If j2 and j3 were treated as relative, in the planning process it would be
impossible to distinguish between configurations C�, C�, C� and C� in Fig. 4.
In order to deal with this drawback, the end point joint j1 and a related “hidden”
link l0 (not shown in the Figure) can be added to one of the articulated object’s
extremes. This hidden link defines an ad hoc reference frame that allows for
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discriminating among configurations characterised by the same shape, but with
different orientations. Such hidden links must be added to problem definitions.

4.2 Conditional Formulation

The conditional formulation differs from the basic one in that joint angles θj

originate from link orientations expressed with respect to a unique, typically
robot-centred, reference frame, and as such are absolute. Therefore, the set of
link orientations θ1, . . . , θ|L| is assumed to be directly observable by the robot
perception system. However, if a manipulation action is planned, which modifies
a given joint angle θj , not only the related link orientations θl or θl+1 (depending
on whether the upstream or downstream link is kept still) must be updated, but
it is necessary to propagate such changes to all the upstream or downstream link
orientations. As a consequence, such a representation increases the complexity
of the planning tasks but is more robust to perception errors: in fact, perceiving
independent link orientations induces an upper bound on the error associated
with their inner angle.

Fig. 5. The conditional version of increase-angle.

The connected, angle-joint and angle-before predicates are the same
as in the basic formulation, subject to the different semantics associated with
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joint angles. Also in the conditional formulation two planning operators are
used, namely increase-angle (shown in Fig. 5) and decrease-angle. How-
ever, with respect to the basic formulation, the effects of the operator differ. In
particular, the model assumes that we can represent which joints are affected
when a link is rotated around one of its associated joints. This is done using
the affected predicate, i.e., a ternary predicate (affected ?joint1 ?link1
?joint2), where ?link1 is the link that is rotated, ?joint2 is the joint around
which ?link1 rotates, and ?joint1 is a joint affected by this rotation. So, if
?joint1 were affected, its angle would be changed as well in the conditional
statement and, as such, it would affect other joints via its corresponding link.

With reference to increase-angle, as in the previous case, the joint angle
?joint, located between ?link1 and ?link2, is increased by δ, according to
the angle-before predicate. If rotating ?link2 around ?joint affects ?js, the
latter is updated and affects in cascade all other joints upstream or downstream.

In terms of problem definitions, it is necessary to include the list of appro-
priately defined affected predicates.

5 Experimental Evaluation

The aim of this experimental evaluation is to assess the computational per-
formance of the basic and conditional models, and in particular whether the
proposed planning-based approach can be effective in a real-world robot soft-
ware architecture. First we discuss the experimental settings, then we show how
the two planning models scale with increasingly difficult problems (in terms of
the number of joints in the articulated object and the granularity δ associated
with link orientations).

Settings. We selected 4 planners, based on their performance in the agile track
of the 2014 International Planning Competition: Madagascar (Mp) [18], Probe,
SIW [15], and Yahsp3 [23]. We also included Lpg [8] due to its widespread
use in real-world planning applications. Both Yahsp3 and Lpg do not support
conditional effects.

Experiments have been performed on a workstation equipped with 2.5 Ghz
Intel Core 2 Quad processors, 4 GB of RAM and the Linux operating system.

Synthetic problem instances have been randomly generated parameterised
on the number of joints j∗ (the same as the number of links) and the num-
ber of allowed orientations g∗ (which induces certain granularity values), which
both affect the problem’s size. Once j∗ and g∗ are defined, a configuration C∗ is
determined by normally sampling, for each link, among the finite set of possible
orientations induced by g∗. The cutoff time has been set to 300 CPU-time sec-
onds. Generated plans have been validated using the well-known VAL tool [10],
in order to check their correctness with respect to the planning models, and also
to verify the presence of flaws.

Computational Performance. In a first series of tests we analyse the sensitiv-
ity of planning models with respect to increasing values for j∗. It is noteworthy
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that in the literature there is hardly evidence of objects manipulated by robots
made up of more than four or five joints at best. However, it seems reasonable
to model flexible objects as articulated objects with a huge number of links. In
that case, the higher the number of links, the better the approximation given by
the model. We generated problem instances in which j∗ ranges between 3 to 20,
fixing g∗ = 90 deg. As such, only four orientations are possible. For each value
of j∗, three instances have been generated and the results averaged.

Unsurprisingly, the basic model is faster than the conditional model. When
using the basic model, j∗ has no significant impact on a planner running time.
In all cases, valid plans have been found in less than 1 CPU-time second. This
is due to the fact that, in the basic model, each rotation is independent, and the
final state can be quickly reached by focusing on one joint at a time. Instead, the
conditional model requires the planner to consider the impact a rotation has on
other links. Moreover, the size of the conditional problem model exponentially
increases with j∗, due to the presence of affected predicates that need to be
specified.

Fig. 6. Average CPU-time seconds needed by Mp, Probe, and SIW to solve instances
with j∗ from 4 to 16 using the conditional model.

Figure 6 shows, for the three planners able to cope with conditional effects,
how the average runtime is affected by j∗. SIW is the most negatively affected,
while Mp and Probe share a similar trend. According to the Wilcoxon test [24],
the performance of SIW is statistically significantly worse than those of Mp and
Probe. Furthermore, Probe has statistically better performance than Mp. None
of the planner solved, within the 300 CPU-time seconds cutoff, any instance with
j∗ greater than 15.

When assessing the quality of plans generated using the basic model, empir-
ical evidence indicates that Mp, Probe and SIW generate plans of similar length
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(approx. 10 actions). Yahsp3 and Lpg find plans consistently worse than those
found by the above mentioned planners: on average, LPG (Yasp3) finds plans
that are 85% (25%) longer than those found by Mp, Probe and SIW. Instead,
when using the conditional model, SIW typically provides the shortest plans on
average, followed by Probe (17% longer) and Mp (50% longer). Interestingly,
when comparing the quality of plans generated by the same planner, on the two
considered models, we can identify two different behaviours. Mp and Probe seem
to suffer the way conditional effects propagate rotations: plans generated with
the conditional model are significantly longer. An in-depth analysis suggests that
such planners use many actions to fix joint angles affected by previous manipu-
lation actions. On the contrary, SIW seems to exploit the additional information
leveraged by conditional effects, and this is reflected by shorter plans.

In a second series of tests we investigate how g∗ affects a plan’s feasibility
and size. Intuitively, a high value for g∗ (e.g., 90 deg) implies a low number of
possible orientations (e.g., 4), thus a small number of manipulation actions must
be planned, and viceversa. We generated problem instances in which j∗ is set
to 5, 10, 15, or 20. For each size, we modelled the problem with three different
values for g∗, namely 90 deg, 60 deg and 30 deg, thus leading to 4, 6 and 12
possible orientations. For each value of j∗ and g∗, three instances have been
generated and the results averaged.

Fig. 7. Average CPU-time seconds needed by Probe to solve instances with j∗ equal
to 5, 10, 15, or 20, and g∗ equal to 90, 60, and 30 deg, using the conditional model.

As expected, also in this case, the basic model allows all the planners to
generate solution plans. As in the previous case, all instances are solved in less
than 1 CPU-time second. When considering the conditional model, the observed
results show that Probe has the best scalability. SIW and Mp run out of time
also for small values of j∗, when g∗ = 30 deg. Figure 7 presents the impact of
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the considered values for g∗ on the average runtime performance of Probe. It is
apparent that the granularity has a very strong impact on planning performance:
on instances with the same number of joints, the runtime can increase up to two
orders of magnitude for different granularities in link orientations.

Finally, we executed some of the plans obtained by Probe when considering
objects with j∗ of 3 and 7 and g∗ = 90 deg, on the actual Baxter manipulator
shown in Fig. 1, which was controlled using the ROSPlan framework [4]. All
plans were successfully executed by the robot, which was able to manipulate the
object in order to provide the required goal configuration.

6 Conclusion

This paper presented the use of automated planning to plan for robot manipu-
lation of articulated objects, which is one of the most complex tasks in robotics.
We introduced two PDDL models, based either on relative or absolute repre-
sentation of links orientation. The former model requires the robotic framework
to be able to provide an accurate perception of the position of the articulated
object, while the latter is more robust to perception errors, at the price of a
higher complexity.

Our experimental analysis, which involved four state-of-the-art planning
engines and objects of different sizes, performed on synthetically generated prob-
lem instances and by using the ROSPlan framework for controlling a Baxter
manipulator, shows that: (i) both models allow to generate plans that are exe-
cutable by a typical robotics manipulator; (ii) both the models allows considered
planners to efficiently solve tasks with a realistic size; and (iii) the basic model
can be fruitfully exploited when very large objects are considered, as an approx-
imation of flexible objects. We also observed that the conditional model can be
exploited as a challenging benchmarks for testing the capabilities of planning
engines: the number of conditional effects per grounded action can be extremely
large.

We see several avenues for future work. We plan to investigate how to extend
the proposed models in order to represent multi-dimensional joint movements.
We are also interested in testing the proposed approach using different manipula-
tors, and to test its feasibility for representing flexible –rather than articulated–
objects such as ropes. Finally, we also envisage to study knowledge process-
ing mechanisms to possibly improving the flexibility of control processes (see,
e.g., [2,14,21]).
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